Prevention and Management of Staple Line Leaks after Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy
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Abstract:

Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) is gaining ground as a bariatric procedure with proven efficacy on weight loss and obesity-related comorbidities. Compared to other bariatric procedures, its complications can be even more severe. Gastric leak is estimated to be the most serious complication of this procedure due to difficult healing processes not to mention the fact that it may also be responsible for local or general severe septic complications. Staple line dehiscence and subsequent leaks following sleeve gastrectomy are not very frequent but are a difficult complication that can also become chronic. Various options have been suggested but no definitive has been established. The management of patients who develop leakages requires a multidisciplinary team. Choosing the proper approach depends on the clinical condition of the patient and the onset time of leak. Main aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the pathogenic and promoting factors of staple line leak following LSG on the basis of recent literature review and to report the evidence based preventive measures and treatment solutions of this life-threatening complication.
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Introduction

Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy (LSG) has become an important therapeutic option in the treatment of morbid obesity during recent years. It has demonstrated to be effective for achieving weight loss, comorbidity resolution and a better quality of life in obese patients. The reduction in mortality and morbidity rates with this bariatric procedure are due to the highly significant improvement in those diseases that are caused or worsened by obesity.

LSG is currently gaining ground due to its efficacy in terms of combined restrictive and hormonal effects[1]. The new stomach pouch holds a considerably smaller volume than the normal stomach and helps to significantly reduce the amount of food (and thus calories) that can be consumed. It restricts the stomach’s size to induce satiety and resects fundal ghrelin-producing cells to decrease appetite[2,3]. Ghrelin is an orexigenic (appetite-stimulating) peptide hormone whose mechanism in weight loss is unclear. Concentrations rise before meals, stimulating the appetite, and decrease shortly after food ingestion. Two of the well-studied gut-derived peptides, glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) and peptide YY (PYY), are secreted from L cells in the distal small bowel in response to nutrient intake[4]. Multiple studies have shown that obese individuals have decreased basal and postprandial PYY levels as well as a decreased postprandial GLP-1 response as compared to lean individuals[5]. Patients after LSG experience a more expedited nutrient transport into the distal ileum, eliciting an augmented postprandial secretion of GLP-1 and PYY[6]. The markedly reduced ghrelin levels in addition to increased PYY levels after LSG, are associated with greater appetite suppression and excess weight loss[7]. The continuity of the stomach and the outlet valve (pylorus) remain intact to preserve the functions of the stomach while reducing the volume it is able to hold. In addition to avoiding foreign bodies, such as the laparoscopic adjustable gastric band, the other advantage that LSG carries over other bariatric procedures, such as Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (RYGB) or duodenal switch (DS), is the elimination of dumping syndrome[8].

The fact that this technique has erroneously been considered simple and easy has led to its adoption by a large number of surgeons. Compared to gastric bypass and biliopancreatic diversion, its complications can be even more severe[9]. Staple line leaks after LSG are considered a very serious complication.
line leaks, bleeding, strictures and postoperative increased rate of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) (described as either de novo or as being caused by aggravation of preexisting symptoms) are the commonly reported complications following LSG. Gastric leak is estimated to be the most serious complication of this procedure due to difficult healing processes not to mention the fact that it may also be responsible for local or general severe septic complications[10]. This dreaded complication, although appearing in a low percentage of patients, is associated with high morbidity and mortality rates, prolonged hospital stay and may put the patient’s life at risk[11]. The leak rate has a reported mean incidence of 2.1 % (1.1 – 5.3 %)[12].

Main aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the pathogenic and promoting factors of staple line leak following LSG on the basis of recent literature review and to report the evidence based preventive measures and treatment solutions of this life-threatening complication[9,13-18,22,35].

Definition of Leak

According to the United Kingdom Surgical Infection Study Group, a gastric leakage was defined as “the leak of lumen contents from a surgical join between two hollow viscera”. It can also be an effluent of gastrointestinal contents through a suture line, which may collect near the anastomosis, or exit through the wall or the drain[13].

Leakage can be classified based either on the time of onset, clinical presentation, site of leak, radiological appearance, or mixed factors. According to the time of onset, Csendes et al[14] classified leakage as early when appearing within the first four postoperative days, intermediate when appearing in postoperative days 5 – 9 and late when occurring in or after the tenth postoperative day. By clinical relevance and extent of dissemination, type I or subclinical leakage was defined as well localized leak without dissemination into the pleural or abdominal cavity, or induction of systemic clinical manifestations, and usually they are easy to treat medically. Type II is leaks with dissemination into pleural or abdominal cavity, or the drains with consequent severe and systemic clinical manifestations.

Welsch et al[15] defined leaks as type A, B and C based on both clinical and radiological findings. Type A leaks are micro-perforations without clinical or radiographic evidence of leak, while type B are leaks detected by radiological studies but without any clinical finding, and finally, type C are leaks presenting with both radiological and clinical evidence.

The majority of staple line leaks associated with sleeve gastrectomy appears in the proximal third of the stomach, immediately below the level of gastroesophageal junction, followed in frequency by leaks that appear as disruption of the staple line in the distal third of the stomach. The following table is based on recent literature review[16-21] (Table 1).

<p>| Table 1: Location of the staple line leak at the stomach according to frequency as found by different series n (%) |
|---------------------------------|----------------|----------|----------|---------------------|------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Proximal third</th>
<th>Mid-third</th>
<th>Distal third</th>
<th>Other sites not located</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mui et al.[16]</td>
<td>70 patients, 1 leak (1.42%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burgos et al.[17]</td>
<td>214 patients, 7 leaks (3.27%)</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Csendes et al.[18]</td>
<td>334 patients, 16 leaks (4.79%)</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser et al.[19]</td>
<td>118 patients, 4 leaks (3.38%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacy et al.[20]</td>
<td>294 patients, 11 leaks (3.74%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jrudewich et al.[21]</td>
<td>45 patients, 4 leaks (8.88%)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakran et al.[22]</td>
<td>2834 patients, 44 leaks (1.55%)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon et al.[23]</td>
<td>539 patients, 15 leaks (2.78%)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Causes

Pathogenesis of leakage after LSG can be attributed to mechanical or ischemic causes. According to Baker et al.[24], stapler misfiring or direct tissue injuries are categorized as “mechanical-tissular” causes and usually appear within 2 days of surgery (early leak), compared to the “ischemic” causes that usually appear on day 5 - 6 post operatively (post op) (intermediate leak).

In a multicenter experience with 2834 patients, Sakran et al[22] concluded that leaks following LSG were related to improper vascularization due to an aggressive dissection especially of the posterior attachments of the upper sleeve, thermal injuries to the gastric tube by ultrasonic devices (Harmonic, Ligasure), stapler devices misfiring and stapling of the orogastric tube. Patients with distal stenosis are more likely to have proximal leaks as narrowing of the gastric incisura results in a partial obstruction leading to a high-pressure intraluminal system, gastric emptying impairment and decreased compliance of the gastric tube[18,25]. In addition, gastric leaks are secondary to an impaired normal acute healing process. Local risk factors include impaired suture line healing, poor blood flow, infection and poor oxygenation with subsequent ischemia[19].

Furthermore, for revisional sleeve gastrectomy, as either LSG after gastric band or re-sleeve, the risk of leakage is higher due to dense adhesions, scaring and ischemic tissues[26]. According to a recent multicentric observational study involving 5400 patients with LSG as primary procedure[27], there is reported an association of male gender and BMI between 50 and 59.9 kg/ m² with significantly higher leakage rate (2.5 vs. 1.6%; p = 0.02; p < 0.01 respectively). The presence of at least one comorbid condition did not increase the risk of leak in that study (2 vs. 1.3 %; p = 0.24). Nevertheless, a significant association was demonstrated for a concomitant sleep apnea (2.6 vs. 1.8 %; p = 0.04) when analyzing each comorbidity separately. The highest proportion of leaks along the staple line was demonstrated for procedures with conversion to open approach (14.6 %; p < 0.01).
Prevention

Risks of leak and subsequent fistula after sleeve gastrectomy present significant concerns in clinical practice. Awareness of the predisposing factors and technical tips may decrease the incidence of this complication. The surgical technique is among the major determinants of the morbidity of this bariatric procedure. The surgeon must be careful and do gentle handling of tissues with good hemostasis. Avoid the damaging of tissues when using electrocautery equipment[19].

Prevention of distal stenosis: Several publications[28,29] have advocated the importance of the learning curve for different bariatric procedures in order to diminish the postoperative complication rate. It is important to select the appropriate stapler load to minimize the issue of staple malformation or failure. Appropriate staple height depends on gastric tissue thickness, varies according to the patient’s gender, BMI, and stomach site, and also tends to decrease from distal to proximal. Under-sizing the staple cartridge increases the risk of inadequate staple formation or can lead to excessive tissue compression, which exceeds the tissue’s tensile strength, leading to tearing and perforation[28]. Proper compression time is also necessary in order to washout the fluids from the tissues, especially in thick tissue. Usually, waiting at least 15 seconds before firing helps to optimize this concept and allows adequate pre-cut compression time[24].

Sleeve gastrectomy is not a simple procedure and owing to the fact that it is irreversible, surgeons should strive to minimize the risk of creating strictures at the incisura angularis by avoiding stapling too close or tight to the bougie. In addition, it is essential to avoid stapling near the esophagus at the angle of His, as most leaks occur near or distal gastroesophageal (GE) junction[10].

Most operators reinforce the staple line in order to decrease bleeding and leaks, and choices may vary from suturing to buttressing. Several studies concluded that reinforcement with oversewing decreases the leakage rate[31]. Some authors[32-34] recommend the use of PSD (Peri Strips Dry, a bovine pericardium with collagen matrix) in order to protect the staple line, while others agree that reinforcement decreases the complication rate in terms of bleeding but not in terms of leak[35]. Consten et al[36] described the use of absorbable polymer membrane (Seamguard, Gore) to strengthen the suture line. Márquez et al[37] protect the staple line with a continuous sero-serous suture that inverts the staples, controls bleeding and reduces the number of leaks, without increasing the cost of the procedure. The use of reinforcement of the staple line along with increased surgeon experience could be equally responsible for low leak rate.

Fibrin sealants (Tissucol, Vivostat) were also addressed in several studies with good impact in term of preventing staple line leakage[37,38]. These substances polymerize on contact with a tissue surface via an exothermic reaction. This polymerization process not only joins the tissues, but also acts as a sealant to prevent leaks.

Based on what we mentioned previously concerning the impact of increased intraluminal pressure on the gastric leak formation[22], Márquez et al. leave the nasogastric tube in place for 24 h postoperatively to decrease intraluminal pressure[9]. Pyloromyotomy has reduced the gastric pressure to an extent that was adequate to relieve heart burn and other symptoms of GERD, but only in the immediate postoperative period. This procedure was not sustained for a long period and it was not enough to prevent staple line leak, despite the fact that definitely high intraluminal pressure played a role in the progress of leak[38].

In the Expert consensus statement in 2012, 87% of the panelists agreed that it was essential to use a bougie to size the sleeve and the optimal size of the bougie should be between 32 to 36 Fr[30]. Using a bougie of < 32 Fr may increase the postoperative strictures, while a bougie of > 36 Fr may bring about limited weight loss effects due to possible dilatation of the sleeve.

The intraoperative detection of a technically induced staple line defect can be treated with prompt closure. For identifying staple line leak during LSG, intraoperative testing, including methylene blue and/or air leak tests or intraoperative endoscopy are usually performed. But, the fact of the matter is that a negative intraoperative methylene blue test cannot exclude the development of a postoperative leak[22]. The use of closed suction drain near the staple line, despite that it is performed by the majority of surgeons, may not detect leak, and may not be helpful also in the drainage of the collection[35].

Another important factor that has been implicated in staple line leaks is poor tissue perfusion leading to poor tissue healing and staple line disruption. Recent technological advances in fluorescence imaging allow surgeons the ability to evaluate tissue perfusion in real-time. After completion of the sleeve gastrectomy, indocyanine green (ICG) can be injected intravenously, and within 30 seconds, tissue perfusion can be observed using a fluorescence imaging system (Pinpoint®, Novadaq Technologies Inc., Bonita Springs, Florida, United States). Tissue with good perfusion will uptake the ICG and will be shown as green fluorescence. The brighter the fluorescence, the better the tissue perfusion is. This technology is particularly applicable in complex revisional cases where tissue dissection can lead to development of tissue ischemia. Ischemic tissue left undetected can lead to perforation or staple line leaks. If relative ischemia or poor tissue perfusion is detected along the staple line, some maneuvers can be performed to minimize the risk for development of postoperative leaks such as oversewing of the staple line, buttressing the staple line with an omental patch, or using a fibrin sealant[40].

The cornerstones in the revisional bariatric surgery include clear identification of the existing anatomy necessitating extensive dissection and adhesiolysis, taking in consideration the stomach wall thickness due to fibrosis or edema, pushing the surgeon to appropriately choose the size of stapler’s height (usually 4.5 mm), oversewing of the gastric tube at the level of the staple line, leak test and gastroscopy tube[41].

High leakage rate is particularly prevalent in revisional cases whereby the gastric tissue can be thick and inflamed. For example, conversion of laparoscopic adjustable gastric banding (LAGB) to LSG can lead to a higher staple line leak rate than primary sleeve gastrectomy cases. Staple line leaks normally occur along the gastric staple line in the region of the previous gastric banding. Based on the increased incidence of leakage in the revision surgeries, some authors advocate two steps procedure, gastric band removal followed by the sleeve with a delay between 6 to 12 weeks[42,43].

Clinical Presentation and Diagnostic Workup

The clinical presentation of gastric leak can vary widely between completely asymptomatic patients to the signs and symptoms of GERD, shortness of breath, chest pain, and fluid leakage. It is important to diagnose whether the leak is high or low. A high leak presents as a pneumoperitoneum on abdominal CT or X-ray, while a low leak presents as free fluid in the peritoneal cavity or ascites. The presence of ascites and fluid leakage from the drain are signs of a low leak. The presence of pneumoperitoneum and air leak from the staple line are signs of a high leak.

But the definitive diagnosis requires the use of imaging studies such as CT scan, MRI, or endoscopy. CT scan is the gold standard for the diagnosis of leaks, as it can show the presence of fluid collection and the extent of the leak. MRI is also useful in diagnosing leaks, as it can differentiate between fluid and gas. Endoscopy is the most直接的 method for the diagnosis of leaks, as it can directly visualize the leakage site and assess the tissue viability. It is important to perform endoscopy at the time of the leak diagnosis, as it can help in the decision-making for further management.

Once the diagnosis of leak is confirmed, the management strategy should be individualized based on the clinical presentation, the extent of the leak, and the patient’s comorbidities. The treatment options include conservative management, surgical revision, and endoscopic therapy. Conservative management includes fluid resuscitation, total parenteral nutrition, and antibiotics. Surgical revision includes staple line closure, revisional sleeve gastrectomy, or Roux-en-Y gastric bypass. Endoscopic therapy includes endoscopic suturing, endoscopic clipping, and endoscopic stent placement.
symptoms of a septic shock including fever, abdominal pain, peritonitis, leukocytosis, tachycardia and hypotension\cite{15}. High clinical suspicion is important as early recognition provides optimal management. Unexplained fever and tachycardia following LSG should push the surgeon to perform further radiological investigations to detect the presence of leak. According to Csendes et al\cite{18}, fever is the most important clinical factor in the diagnosis of gastric leak post sleeve gastrectomy. Others agree that tachycardia is the earliest and most important clinical finding indicating the presence of staple line leak\cite{17}. In general, symptomatology such as abdominal pain, vomiting, fever and tachypnea should raise the index of suspicion for diagnosis of this potentially lethal complication.

Early leaks often present with sudden abdominal pain, accompanied with fever and tachycardia in most cases, while late leaks tend to present with insidious abdominal pain usually associated with fever\cite{39}.

Laboratory studies, including CBCD (Complete blood count with differential), CRP (C-reactive protein), are neither sensitive nor specific and they rarely contribute to make a diagnosis\cite{22}. The complete assessment of a chest X-ray may help rule out other causes of tachycardia such as pneumonia, pulmonary embolism, or pleural effusion. An intraoperative methylene blue test is also recommended, even though this method is useful only when results are positive, as we mentioned previously. An upper gastrointestinal transit test is frequently used postoperatively to assess the presence of staple line leaks. This fluoroscopic test is used to identify the magnitude and the level of the leak, abnormal gastric emptying and presence of stenosis or total obstruction\cite{23, 52}. On the whole, a water-soluble contrast material is used (Gastrografin) if there is risk of leak, although some authors prefer a diluted barium suspension due to its increased sensitivity to detect small staple line leaks\cite{44, 45}. The gastrografin swallow test is usually performed 24-72 hours postoperatively. The fact of the test being negative three days after surgery could give rise to a false sense of security since most leaks appear after the third day\cite{1}. In patients with clinical presentation of a suspected leak after sleeve gastrectomy, UGI contrast studies have a low sensitivity (0%-25%), though higher specificity (90%-95%). In case of doubt or with the purpose of increasing sensitivity, most studies recommend obtaining a computed tomography (CT)\cite{46-48}.

CT of the abdomen with oral and intravenous contrast material is performed for the diagnosis of staple line leak in patients who show signs and symptoms suggestive of a leak. This method is useful to identify the postoperative normal anatomy and the presence of complications after LSG. The presence of abdominal collection or free fluid, extravasation of contrast into the abdominal cavity or the drain tube and persistent pneumoperitoneum are diagnostic findings of a staple line leak or fistula\cite{49}. CT is considered to be the best non-invasive modality for detection and confirmation of a gastric leak\cite{18, 39}. According to Sakran et al\cite{23}, CT had the highest detection rate of gastric leaks in up to 86% of patients. CT results are also influenced by patient factors, the experience of the radiologist, the size of the leak, and the contrast material used. As a matter of fact, the sensitivity of CT scan declines with the degree of obesity. The abdominal girth along with the total weight of the patient and the artifacts related to large body dimensions may reduce the quality of the images\cite{50}.

Management

The correct treatment of fistulas and leaks that appear after sleeve gastrectomy imposes a lot of difficulties in the adoption of a standard algorithm. Management mainly depends on the condition of the patient and the skills and experience of the surgeon. Non-operative treatment is the preferred approach in hemodynamically stable patients. Even so, gastric leaks tend to become persistent and progress to chronic fistulas due to the unique features of LSG (elevated intraluminal pressure, intact pylorus, with or without strictures) despite non-operative treatment\cite{51}. A leak may progress to a fistula after 12 weeks\cite{30}. Patients presenting with hemodynamic instability require prompt surgical intervention by laparoscopic or open means for washout and drainage or also debridement and sutting of the orifice\cite{27}. Some authors support primary repair of the defect and immediate surgical intervention with washout drainage and suture in patients with early leaks due to the fact that the surrounding tissues are in an early stage of inflammation\cite{17}. While the adoption of a more conservative approach for intermediate and late leaks in clinically stable patients is more reasonable with adequate hydration, proton pump inhibitors, nil per os, nutritional support, percutaneous drainage of any collection and broad spectrum antibiotic therapy, with a follow up weekly by upper gastrointestinal series to ensure healing. Whenever there is any concern about healing, more invasive approaches may be considered.

Most patients who underwent suturing for their fistula failed to close directly due either to persistence of the leak (the defect cannot be identified clearly) or failure of the suture (surrounding tissues are inflamed and friable), especially after the third day post op\cite{40}. A simultaneous endoscopic intervention and insertion of a guide wire (rendez-vous) is used from the stomach lumen so that the surgeon can identify the defect in order to suture it\cite{51}.

If the leak does not heal after several weeks (usually 2 weeks), endoscopic management of gastric leakage is required according to the studies\cite{52}. Non-surgical approaches consist of endoscopic clips, sealants, and self-expanding stents.

Over the scope clips (OTSC) have more promising results, but they are limited for very small mucosal defects and microperforations\cite{39}. Sealant materials (fibrin glue, cyanoacrylates) are also used for the treatment of leaks. Fibrin glue acts by dual effect, as a plug directly occluding the defect and as a fibroblast promoter to enhance wound healing. It is also absorbed after 4 weeks and is replaced by connective scar tissue.

Self-expansible stents produce occlusions to stop or bypass leaks. Its use gained a widespread in the treatment of proximal and middle gastric leak due to the advantage of the ability to resume per os feeding and discharge the patient home\cite{54}. A multicenter study involving 15 patients, with prior gastric bypasses and LSG, reported a 93% success rate in gastrobronchial fistula closures\cite{39}. Tolerance to stents is variable. Nausea, vomiting, early satiety and epigastric discomfort are the most common symptoms after their placement and tend to disappear within the initial days. Adhesions, mucosal tears and bleeding can appear after the procedure. Stent migration is a main concern following their placement. This occurs in up to a third of the patients with self-expandable stents. Afterwards, the stent should be relocated, removed or passed per rectum without incidence\cite{50}.

Nguyen et al. used self-expanding stents with a success rate of 100%\cite{52}. The gastric leaks post LSG usually requires
more than 6 weeks healing. At the same time, keeping the stents for long periods risks to damage the underlying mucosa (especially the uncovered stents). Ideally, most authors agree that 6 to 8 weeks is the optimal removal time\cite{22,52}.

Bège et al. suggested a complete endoscopic approach: washout and drainage using natural orifices transluminal endoscopic surgery (NOTES); Diversion uses a stent; Closure with glue or clips\cite{40}.

Patients who do not respond to any of the previously mentioned non-operative treatment are candidates for three types of reintervention. First, conversion to gastric bypass, second to en-bloc resection of the fistula with proximal gastrectomy and conversion to Roux-En-Y, and, third, total gastrectomy with esophageal anastomosis\cite{58}. In Table 2 summarize the management of staple line leaks after laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy.

Table 2: Management of Staple Line Leaks after Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management of Staple Line Leaks after Laparoscopic Sleeve Gastrectomy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hemodynamically stable patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non operative treatment with closure techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoclips, over the scope clips</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sealant materials including fibrin glue and cyanoacrylates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endoprosthesis (stents)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion

LSG is gaining wide popularity for the surgical management of morbid obesity. Despite the fact that this technique has erroneously been considered simple, there are several technical tips that surgeons should follow in order to minimize the risk of postoperative complications.

The presence of leakage determines a serious and life-threatening complication of this bariatric procedure, which is associated with long hospitalization time and high morbidity and mortality rates. Awareness of the predisposing factors, which are either technically related or patient related, may decrease the leak rate. In view of the absence of a clear approach and guidelines for the management of the leakage along the staple line after sleeve gastrectomy, the treatment is actually variable and mainly depends on the condition of the patients and the skills and experience of the surgeon. Endoscopy can play a crucial role in the management of post bariatric complications, but needs a close cooperation between endoscopists and surgeon. Endoscopic techniques for the management of after bariatric surgery leakage could provide a safe and effective alternative to reintervention surgery. Also, most of the data demonstrates that the appropriate management of this dreaded complication should be planned taking into consideration the clinical condition of the patient, time of diagnosis and finally the location of the leak. In consideration of the small number of leakages, further studies, based on larger series of morbidly obese patients, are needed in order to validate the treatment solutions of this serious complication.
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